WIND ENERGY
RES has been at the forefront of the onshore wind industry for over three
decades, with our first project in 1992. Our unrivalled in–house technical
and engineering expertise and project management capabilities allows us
to develop, consent, finance, construct and operate grid connected utility
scale wind projects.
We also provide world class detailed engineering design, grid connection
and full asset management for commercial, industrial and utility clients.
We have been involved in offshore wind since the sector began in the
90’s, providing services for development, engineering, construction and
asset operation and maintenance. Our focus now is the provision of asset
management and operational services.

Using our in-house capabilities we have delivered
over 16 GW capacity worldwide and support an
operational asset portfolio of 5 GW.
Our in-house skills and experience are extensive, from commercial and legal to technical and engineering expertise. RES can safely oversee projects
from development through planning and financing phases, to construction
and operation.

DEVELOPMENT

CONSTRUCTION

OPERATIONS

We can manage the
entire development
process - from initial site
selection to consent.

Our engineering, procurement,
and construction teams
seamlessly and safely co-ordinate
projects of outstanding quality.

Providing comprehensive asset
management and O&M services
to maximise our clients’ assets
and optimise asset value.

DEVELOPMENT AND CONSENT
»» Commercial expertise and flexible deal structures
»» Project design and engineering
»» Wind farm layout, energy yield analysis
»» Grid connection design, transmission
»» Wind turbine and electrical system procurement
»» Construction project management
»» PPA Arrangement
»» Asset management, operations and maintenance
»» Health, safety, quality and environmental management

THE WORLD’S LARGEST INDEPENDENT RENEWABLE ENERGY COMPANY
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RES is the world’s largest independent renewable energy company active in onshore and offshore wind, solar, energy
storage and transmission and distribution. At the forefront of the industry for over 35 years, RES has delivered more
than 16 GW of renewable energy projects across the globe and supports an operational asset portfolio of 5 GW
worldwide for a large client base. Understanding the unique needs of corporate clients, RES has secured 1 GW of power
purchase agreements (PPAs) enabling access to energy at the lowest cost.

+44 (0) 1923 299 200
info@res-group.com
www.res-group.com
Global HQ - Beaufort Court, Egg Farm Lane, Kings Langley, Hertfordshire, WD4 8LR, UK
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